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Creating a Mini Digital Anthology 
 

Sample Scaffolded Project 
 
This assignment would be built for a 3rd year focused seminar on Canadian 
poetry.  It would be appropriate in both a genre or period-based course where the 
works being studied are short (ie poetry or the short story).  This project would 
serve as the backbone of the course, and includes multiple assignments each 
with their own individual learning goals to build toward the ultimate goal of a 
collaboratively edited literary anthology for the class. 
 
The ambition of this assignment overall is to understand how works are selected 
for a critical anthology and to understand the editorial principles that informs the 
textbooks the students have been assigned.  This is a learner-centered 
assignment that allows the student to become both an expert in their assigned 
field (an author) as well as a colleague among peers who must both justify their 
editorial principles and collaborate with others to create the final class literary 
anthology. 
 
Students will be working both individually and collaboratively.  Students will be 
broken into groups of 3-4 and assigned an author.  Each student will be 
responsible for the selection of six poems that they have selected according to a 
particular theme or time period.   They will make informed choices about the 
poems they select, and will use an annotated bibliography to review currently 
anthologized and under anthologized poems by canonical Canadian writers. 
 After consulting a primary resource (an original edition of the poetry), 3 
anthologies and critical biographical essays on the authors and their work, the 
students will create and justify their own digital edition using PressBook software.          

Then, they will form general editor committees and work together to select only 3 
poems to include in the class-wide anthology.  Working collaboratively, they will 
select their poems and write a critical introduction about these choices for 
inclusion in the anthology. 
 
The anthology will end up including approximately 12 poets with 9 poems from 
each writer. This anthology will be the basis for all questions on the final exam. 
The student-generated anthology will double as a study guide for the students.  

PART ONE (INDEPENDENT) 



1. Annotated Bibliography (2-3 double spaced pages): Begin by 
examining three anthologies that anthologize your author and one original 
monograph published by the author.   Explore choices and layout.  Then 
select three critical resources on your author. Following proper citation 
style, create a full citation with a short, paragraph long summary of each 
resource (primary and critical) and    describe the choices made, 
relevance to the author and themes you selected for your edition.   
Teaching prep will require: 

• Classroom instruction on research methods. Ideally bring in one of the 
reference librarians to talk to students about resources at the library. 
Talk about selection in looking for resources (not simply just finding 
anything for the sake of finding something.) 

• Classroom instruction on and discussion of proper citation in the 
discipline of English. Which sources are peer-reviewed? What is the 
purpose of peer review?  

• Classroom instruction on the form of an annotated bibliography. Go 
over examples to determine what type of information is most useful for 
the researcher 

2. Critical biographical intro (350-500 words):  Construct a one page 
critical biographical introduction to your author.  Consult the anthologies 
you used in your bibliography to think about framing your writing, and 
tailoring the piece to the six poems you selected.   Teaching prep will 
require: 

• Classroom instruction on the form. Go over examples of others in the 
field. What type of information do you want to see? What is useful? 
What is pleasurable? How do you find a balance between the two? Do 
you need a thesis statement in a critical intro?  

3. Footnotes and Annotations (Amount will vary dependent on choice of 
poems.   Keep all annotations to 3 sentences or less):   This will require 
annotating key ideas in the poems you selected. Are there concepts that 
are not common knowledge?  What historical, social and political contexts 
inform the poem?   Teaching prep will require: 

• Classroom discussion of the role of footnotes and explications. Go over 
examples of over- and under-use.  

• Collaboratively (as a class) come up with a set of guidelines for the 
footnotes and explications for the classroom.  



4. The Edition Itself (Approx 10 pages including previous work).   Using 
PressBooks, bring everything together to create your own PressBook 
critical edition. 

Example of a partial anthology: 

1) title page: 

 

 

2) table of contents: 



 

3) Poem, “After the Rain,” PK Page with hyperlinks for footnotes. 

 

 



 

4) Example of a footnote, opening up on a page located in the “back 
matter” 

 

 

 

5. Editorial principles and selections (500 words):  This is your 
opportunity to reflect upon the decisions you made and your individual 
selections.  It is an opportunity for you to show me how and why you 
made the decisions you made. 

• assigned reading on editorial theory and practice that will then be 
discussed in class. What types of editing are there?  

• Collaboratively (as a class) come up with a set of guidelines for 
editorial principles and selections. 

 

PART TWO (COLLABORATIVE EDITORIAL SELECTIONS) 

1. Peer review of editorial principles carried by the other two in the group. 

• peer review will be facilitated by a provided rubric and undertaken in 
class 



2. Pick 3 poems as a group based on a shared set of criteria that is 
collaboratively determined and write a short critical introduction to those 
three poems and a brief justification of editorial principles.  

• each group will use PressBooks to create their final anthology. Each 
anthology will be made available to the entire class.  

• A final class will be dedicated to discuss the process of creating an 
anthology. 

 


